The Vue product suite is a very complex piece of software. It contains a rapidly growing code base, already containing millions of lines of code. Code build takes a long time to complete using Microsoft Visual Studio. At some point, they had products where compilation took over 3 hours – on the latest hardware available.

They fully rebuilt about 400 C++ projects. Many projects contain over 30 source files, with over a hundred lines...
Incredibuild enabled us to shift from running one long nightly build to running multiple builds per day, and eventually implement a full continuous integration process, leading to higher productivity and improved quality
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in each file. Algotec also makes extensive use of macros, TLB imports, and custom build steps, each contributing additional compilation time.

Such build times mean it takes a lot of time for developers to get feedback on their new features and bug fixes, leading to many integration problems, and hurt productivity and quality.

Due to the long build times, Algotec only had two nightly builds – one debug, and one release – for each product. Compilation took all night long, and since those same build servers are in use during the day, there was simply not enough time at night to have them perform automatic deployment and testing.

Solution

Algotec approached Incredibuild in order to deploy their Visual Studio build acceleration solution. Each developer installed an agent which can start a build and utilize all available machines on the network.

Results were impressive. Compilation times were cut down considerably. In the smaller projects, they saw around 90% build time improvement (from about 30 minutes to 3 minutes). In the largest project, it was reduced from 190 minutes to about 40 minutes at first; after consulting with Incredibuild experts they optimized their project and dependency settings and managed to get a total build time of about 34 minutes – which is an 80% improvement.

Benefits

With much shorter build times, Algotec was able to implement continuous integration. They were able to run the build multiple times a day, resulting in faster feedback, and have enough available time to automatically deploy and test the products at night. This led to the initiation and expansion of automated testing throughout the company.